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Reviewer's report:

All aspects from the initial peer review have been addressed adequately.

This is a robust review focused on a specific aspect of mental health nursing.

It competently addresses the remit set out in the objectives and sets the future research direction.

Some minor areas requiring final editing:

P.2 line 17 - there is an error in the abstract where the inclusion criteria are noted as i), ii) and iii)? Something is missing and it therefore lacks consistency between abstract and introduction.

p.8 line 57 - reference source should be listed.

P.19 line 47 - error or unfinished sentence.

P.21 line 50 (studies spelling error)

P.31 line 33 & P.32 L18, spacing errors. Others throughout the reference list.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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